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How the Interactive Portion Works
Involves both individual voting and group discussions
Brief overview of key issues
YOU will get to choose the key issues to discuss
For each key issue, the facilitator will:
Briefly describe the issue and what we know about it
Present questions for individual reactions using clickers
Moderate a timed 10 minute group discussion

The kinds of information we want to learn from you…

What would success look like?
What are the hurdles to overcome?
How can the General Plan address these issues?
Is the key issue here different than it is elsewhere on the island?
Can Kaua‘i make progress on its own? Whose help is needed? OR, how are we going to
get this done?
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We’ll be using Clickers to
Generate and Share Responses Quickly
Polling Instructions
Use your handheld key pad
The green LED light lets you know
your vote has been logged
Change your vote anytime before
polling closes. It’s your last vote that
counts.
Ask questions.
HAVE FUN!
2
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Getting Comfortable with the Clickers
Do you live on Kaua‘i?
1. Yes
2. No

50%
50%

0
3

Do you agree that the sun will rise tomorrow?
20%

5

20%

4

20%

3

20%

2

0

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

20%

4
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Now on to the serious business …

5

Key Statements from the 2000 General Plan Vision
Kaua‘i is…
• A rural environment of towns separated by broad
open spaces
• A vital modern society formed by the people and
traditions of many cultures
• An island of distinctly individual towns
• A community that values historic places
• A place whose population size and economy sustains
its natural beauty, rural environment and lifestyle
• A community that cares for its land and waters
• An agricultural center
• A resort destination where visitors are welcomed
6
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Overall, does this vision still sound right for
Kaua‘i today and for the next 20 years?
1. Yes, this fits my image for Kaua‘i
2. No, it’s off the mark
3. Partially, but it needs some updating

33%
33%
33%

0
7

How do you rate progress made towards the Vision
over the last 15 years?
(assign a letter grade)
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A
B
C
D
F

0
8
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How do you rate progress made towards the Vision
over the last 15 years?
(assign a letter grade)

A
B
C
D
F
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Help us Get to Know your Community
If someone were visiting from another planet, how
would you describe your community to them?
Where is the center of your community? Is there
more than one center?
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Listed below are Several Key Topics related to Achieving a Shared Vision
for Kaua‘i
1. Sustainability and Stewardship: how to balance
environmental protection, growth, and quality of life
2. Managing Growth and Infrastructure
3. Protecting assets and response to climate change and other
hazards
4. The future of agricultural lands
5. Cost of Living: how to offset rising costs of housing and
transportation
6. Need for More Jobs and a Diverse Economy
7. Kaua‘i Kākou: public, private and non-profit sectors pulling
together
11

Of these topics, picking one, which do you feel is the most important
issue for your community? Choose one and we’ll use the top choices to
guide today’s discussions…
14%

1. Sustainability and Stewardship

14%

2. Managing Infrastructure Needs

14%

3. Protecting Assets

14%

4. Maintenance of Agricultural Lands

14%

5. Cost of Living

14%

6. Need for More Jobs and a Diverse Economy

0

14%

7. Kaua‘i Kākou: public, private and non-profit
sectors pulling together

12
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Just a Moment …
We’re queueing up the slides for the issues you’ve
chosen to focus on.

13

ISSUE: Cost of Living
• Housing costs are extremely high on Kaua`i and there is a
major need for more affordable housing.
• 60% of the housing inventory is affordable to less than 25%
of residents.
• Transportations costs for cards, such as gas and car
insurance, keep increasing.
• Incomes are supplemented with backyard food production,
fishing, recycling, bartering, second and third jobs, bicycling
or carpooling to work, and renting out rooms to friends and
relatives.
14
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The Center for Neighborhood Technology, a national think tank,
recommends that housing and transportation combined should
not cost more than 45% of a household’s income.

What percentage do you think Kaua‘i’s average
household spends on housing and transportation costs?
20%
20%
20%
20%

0

20%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

42%
52%
62%
72%
82%
15

Correct answer:
#3. Housing 36% + Transportation 26% = 62%

(for more information see http://htaindex.cnt.org/map/)
16
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Over the next 5 years, what do you think your
greatest housing concern will be?
17%

1. Paying the next month’s rent / mortgage

17%

2. Saving for a down payment and improving my
credit history
3. Helping adult children or others find an
affordable place to live
4. Retrofitting my home for elderly parents or
disabled relatives
5. Wanting to live closer to town and do less driving

17%
17%
17%

0

17%

6. None of the above
17

To save on transportation costs, how would you
prefer to travel and commute around the Island?
25%

25%

25%

0

25%

1. With a bicycle, using bike lanes and
facilities
2. On foot, using sidewalks, not street
shoulders
3. Carpool, with easy drop-off and pickup sites
4. By bus, with more routes and stops
18
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What can be done to make housing and transportation
more affordable in your community?
• Build affordable housing
• Install bicycle lanes and improve bus transit to offer commuting
alternatives
• Lower the cost of housing construction
• More basic needs within walking distance
• Any other ideas?

Let’s discuss this for 10 minutes
and we will write down your collective ideas.
19

ISSUE: Manage Growth and Build Infrastructure
Water, sewer, the landfill, and road systems are close to or
exceeding capacity. Unless more capacity is added,
infrastructure may limit development and job growth.
• Traditionally, many of these services were provided by the government.
• But, in the spirit of resilience & self-sufficiency, there are alternatives.
Example wastewater management:
Individual septic systems and cesspools
Package-treatment plants for resorts and
certain large developments

Example water management:
Individual wells
Rain water harvesting
Privately held water systems
20
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The majority of Kaua‘i’s energy comes from imported fossil fuels.
• Kaua‘i Island Utility Cooperative Board of Directors adopted an
ambitious goal to use renewable resources to generate at least 50%
of Kaua‘i’s energy by 2023.
• The Hawai’i Clean Energy Initiative 2011 Roadmap calls for Kaua‘i to:
•
•
•
•
•

introduce multiple biomass facilities for electricity and biofuels production;
develop 15 MW of new hydroelectric generation;
develop a 10 to 15 MW solar thermal facility;
generate 1.5-3 MW from the Kaua‘i County landfill gas system; and,
generate approximately 350 KW of solar power.

21

What do you think of non-governmental entities
taking more responsibility for certain infrastructure
systems?

0

33%

1. Bad idea

33%

2. Good idea

33%

3. Good idea, but it depends on how
those systems are managed
22
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What are your ideas for expanding the capacity of water
and sewer systems, landfill, energy system and roads?
Let’s discuss this for 10 minutes and
write down your collective ideas.

23

ISSUE: Agriculture
Sustainability is closely associated with food
production.
Right now, 90% of Hawaii’s food is imported.
Can you imagine Kaua‘i producing enough food to
feed the entire Island’s residents?
144,000 acres of Kaua‘i’s lands are located in the State
Land Use Agricultural District.
24
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How many acres (approximately) of agricultural
land do you think it takes to feed 70,000 people?
20,000 acres
40,000 acres
60,000 acres
80,000 acres
100,000 acres

20% 20% 20%

20%

20%

20,
00
0a
cre
s
40
,00
0a
cre
s
60
,00
0a
cre
s
80,
00
0a
cre
s
100
,00
0a
cre
s

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
0
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Correct Answer:
#1. It takes approximately 20,000 acres (actually:
21,158 acres) to feed 70,000 people.

(for more information see 2014 Kaua‘i Important Agricultural Land Study by UH)
26
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Kaua‘i has 53,547 Acres Suitable for Agricultural Production
“Suitable” means land that meets the following criteria:
Currently used for agricultural production;
With good soil and enough water;
With or near support infrastructure;
Associated with traditional native Hawaiian agricultural uses;
With a critical land mass for agricultural operating productivity;
Whose designation is consistent with general, development, and
community plans of the county; and,
• Identified under other agricultural productivity rating systems, such as
the 1977 State of Hawaii (ALISH) system.
•
•
•
•
•
•

27

What do you think Kaua‘i’s top agricultural priority should be?

14%

7

14%

6

5

4

3

2

Keep agricultural lands in large
14% acreages
14% 14% 14% 14%
Discourage nonagricultural uses on ag lands
Find new people to farm and grow produce
Plant and grow crops for local consumption
Offer incentives to keep lands in agricultural use
Facilitate access to these lands
Maintain irrigation systems

1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

0
28
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The agricultural industry is in transition, so managing
agricultural lands is becoming more complex.
Issues that add to the complexity include:
• Impact of biofuels
• GMO /GE crops
• The need for greater food security and healthy
foods for local people
• Workforce familiar with land stewardship
• State regulations requiring the designation of
Important Agricultural Lands
• Specialty crops for export
• Cattle ranching

What are the main issues in your community?
Let’s discuss for the next 10 minutes.
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ISSUE: Economic Diversity and Jobs
• Tourism remains Kaua‘i’s strongest industry
• It includes transportation, accommodations, catering,
recreation, and services to visitors.
• It regularly accounts for 33% of the County’s real income
• It contributes more than 25% of the Island’s jobs
• An average of 22,000 visitors are on Kaua‘i every day

• BUT, tourism is sensitive to disruptions like economic
downturns, climate events and geo-politics
• There are six “target clusters” that Kaua‘i County has
identified for growth and investment, shown at right.
SOURCE: 2010 STATEWIDE COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY, 2010
30
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The Kaua‘i Economic Development Board and
Office of Economic Development Recommends Economic
Diversification
Industries in Kaua‘i can be classified as
new or emerging; declining; in
transition; or existing and growing.
Each type of classification can be
supported in different ways.

31

What do you think is the most promising industry
cluster for your community?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%

0

Food and Agriculture
Health and Wellness
Sports and Recreation
Culture and Arts
Science and Technology
Sustainable Technologies and Practices
None of the above

Is it new, existing and growing, in transition, or in decline?
32
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Creating Jobs and Enhancing Economic Opportunity
The 2010 Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy identifies five top goals
and objectives for economic development:
1. Assist new and existing businesses in creating new jobs
2. Facilitate career planning for students
3. Expand and train the workforce to meet the needs of employers
4. Promote affordable housing
5. Improve the skill level and work readiness of students to achieve career and
college success
• What do YOU think?
• Anything to add to these goals?
• Where do start-ups and cottage industries fit in?

Let’s discuss how to improve Kaua‘i’s economy and generate
jobs. We’ll record your ideas for the next 10 minutes.
33

ISSUE: Protecting Assets from Climate Change Impacts
Sea-level rise, climate change, and other hazards can threaten critical assets.
• Adverse impacts can result to agricultural productivity, recreation, access to
natural and human-made recreational facilities, cultural resources, natural
habitats, and tourism.
• Beaches are critical cultural and social gathering places. Many ‘iwi are buried
along Kaua‘i’s coastline.
• Low-lying roads, wastewater systems, energy facilities, stormwater systems,
and docking facilities in harbors will be at risk of impaired function.
• Key impacts include coastal flooding and wave inundation; erosion; inland
flooding; and, wind.
• These hazards can threaten the health and safety of residents and visitors.
34
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What action is most important to protect your
community from climate change impacts?
(choose one)

8

7

6

5

4

3

13% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13%

2

13%
Discourage development near the coast
Protect vulnerable water supplies
Protect coastal resources and ecosystems
Avoid hardening the shoreline
Move roads, infrastructure and critical facilities
away from the coast
6. Manage stormwater
7. Create more emergency shelters
8. Strengthen community assistance networks
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0
35

What areas in your community are vulnerable?
•
•
•
•

What areas flood regularly?
What streams or rivers overflow?
What places suffer during storms?
Where do you see a lot of erosion?

Please describe these places.
We’ll record your contributions for the
next 10 minutes.
36
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ISSUE: Stewardship and Sustainability
• Raise your hand if you’ve heard the term “carrying capacity”.
• Carrying capacity means: the land can only support a
finite number of people before it begins degrading.
Environmental systems are not unlimited. So, the
carrying capacity will guide directions for future growth.
• A sustainable Kaua‘i can allow for growth, positive
change, and vibrancy within the context of preserving
the rural and historic character for today’s population
and future generations.
• Moving towards a more sustainable future means that
the General Plan will include options for improved and
more inclusive stewardship.
37

Population Growth
• The total population for the County of Kaua‘i is
projected to increase from 67,091 in 2013 to
88,013 in 2035, or about 1.10% per year.
• The majority of the population growth is
expected to occur in the Līhu‘e and Kōloa-Po‘ipūKalāheo regions, and this is reflected in the
recently updated Community Plans for both
Districts.

38
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What do you think generates the most population
growth in Kaua‘i?
33%

33%

33%

3

2

1

1. Domestic migration from the neighboring
islands and US mainland.
2. International migration.
3. Natural increases (excess of births over
deaths).

0
39

Correct Answer:
#3. Natural increases account for 60% of
Kaua`i’s population growth.

(for more information see 2014 SMS Socioeconomic Analysis and Forecasts)
40
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Balance + Stewardship = Greater Sustainability
• Environmental well-being
• Economic well-being
• Equitable opportunities for
all people

How do we balance competing needs to achieve greater sustainability?
Let’s discuss this and we’ll record your ideas for the next 10 minutes.
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ISSUE: Kaua‘i Kākou:
public, private and non-profit sectors pulling together
• The 2000 General Plan focused mainly on
government services and actions paid for
with tax revenue.
• County staff aren’t the only ones who
provide services and programs that keep
this Island functioning properly.
• There are many organizations (non-profit
and private) that are contributing (or can
contribute) to Kaua‘i’s quality of life.
42
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There are many examples of non-profits and the
private sector “stepping up” to help in Kaua‘i
•
•
•
•
•
•

Malama Pono Health Services
YWCA of Kaua‘i
Hanalei Watershed Hui
Kaua‘i Independent Food Bank
Kaua‘i Planning & Action Alliance
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Kaua‘i

Kaua‘i Habitat for Humanity
Kaua‘i Humane Society
Parents and Children Together
Kaua‘i United Way
Hoike Kaua‘i Community
Television, Inc.
• Lihue Business Association
•
•
•
•
•

Anyone else? Call them out and we’ll record their names.
43

Should the General Plan Update recommend that the
public, non-profit, and private sector partner
to help implement proposed actions?

33%
33%
33%

1. Yes
2. No
3. Yes, but under certain conditions

0
44
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The non-profit and private sectors
understand particular needs and concerns on Kaua‘i
• They can be passionate and well-informed.
• They don’t draw upon tax revenues to fund their efforts.
• They can sometimes act more quickly and efficiently than
the public sector.
• Other thoughts?

What’s your experience with non-governmental entities
providing services that were traditionally provided by the government?
Let’s discuss this and we’ll record your ideas for the next 10 minutes.
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Next Steps & How to Stay Involved
 Ongoing Community Advisory Committee Meetings
•
•
•
•







June 29
July 27
August 31
Check the project website for details!

Sign up for the mailing list
Visit our web site www.planKaua‘i.com
Follow Kaua‘i County Planning Department on Facebook
Follow us on Instagram @planKaua‘i
E-mail us at planKaua‘i@Kaua‘i.gov
46
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MAHALO!
47
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